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PETROF at DesignBlok 

The company PETROF, spol. s r.o. presents the project „PETROF Colours“ to the public on the occasion 

of this international design show. 

Visitors will have the opportunity to see PETROF´s „studio“ with an acoustic instrument in non-

traditional colour in the Museum of Decorative Arts in the Old Town from 6th October until 10th 

October. 

 

The project PETROF Colours started in spring 2021, when well-known pianists from all over the 

world sat at colourful upright pianos. They play covers of famous compositions and their own songs 

on distinctly coloured upright pianos PETROF in minimalist, pure white environment. You can watch 

all the videos made so far on our YouTube channel Petrof Pianos – official. 

 

So far, Yuval Salomon (Israel), Thomas Krüger (Germany), Karim Kamar (UK) and Slovak pianist 

Norbert Daniš filmed with us. We will publish videos of other attractive artists such as Gamazda 

(Russia), Jan Veselý (Czech Republic) and several others until the end of this year. 

 

The public can look forward to unique experience of combining visual minimalism, talent of pianists 

from different countries and that much popular romantic sound of PETROF pianos. 

 

The company PETROF wants to strengthen this way the position of acoustic pianos as a part of 

modern music. 

 

Visitors of DesignBlok can try the resonator from PETROF workshop and also compete for it. It is 

possible to participate in the competition via QR code, which links to the e-shop of company PETROF 

with a competition question. We will draw one winner from submitted correct answers, who will 

receive a wooden amplifier. 

 

For more information, please visit www.petrof.cz 

Contact person:  

Bc. Gabriela Mikulecká 

mikulecka@petrof.com 

+420 702 051 902  
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